Road Kop Speed Cushions

Help reduce vehicle speeds
Average 85th percentile speeds

Before After
35.6 24.6

Kits include all installation hardware and resin.

78” x 80” - 10 Unit - Speed Cushion Kits
- C-1010-K 78” x 80” - No Arrows 530 lbs.
- C-1010-1-K 78” x 80” - One Arrow 530 lbs.
- C-1011-K 78” x 80” - Two Arrows 530 lbs.
- C-1012-K 78” x 80” - Four Arrows 530 lbs.

78” x 120” - 15 Unit - Speed Cushion Kits
- ST-1000-K 78” x 120” - No Arrows 870 lbs.
- ST-1000A-K 78” x 120” - Two Arrows 870 lbs.

Additional RKP Kit patterns can be designed by utilizing individual components

Speed Cushion / Table Components
- RKP- RC Right Corner 42 lbs.
- RKP- C Left Corner 42 lbs.
- RKP- LC Ramp without Arrow 55 lbs.
- RKP- CA Ramp with Arrow 55 lbs.
- RKP- CE Center Extender 68 lbs.
- RKP- SE Angled Side Extender 44 lbs.

Common Layout Patterns Include

Configuration Chart
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